4th ITF Statistical Meeting

Item 9 – ITF Data collection

14-15 March 2017, PARIS
Annual Trends Questionnaire

Send out 15 July 2016 / deadline 16 Sep. 2016 – 2015 data

• Questionnaire not sent to ARG, CHL, CHN, UKR
• No answers received from AZE, BIH, BLR, DNK, EST, FRA, MEX, MNE

We expect data for 50 countries
What do we collect

One page questionnaire (15 variables)

- Freight and passenger transport by inland transport modes
- Road safety
- Container transport (rail and sea)
- Short sea shipping

We make results available 10 months after the period.
Quarterly Questionnaire

• 13 variables selected for their quarterly availability among reporting countries
• Rail: freight (nat/int) and passenger transport
• Road: freight transport (nat/int), traffic, new registrations of brand new road vehicles, fuel deliveries, fatalities
• Inland waterways: freight transport (nat/int)

• We make results available 4-5 months after the period.
Dissemination of results

- This information is used and published in the ITF outlook
- Partly in the OECD factbook
- Is core information for calculating indicators
- Quarterly data used for our «Key Transport Statistics »
- All data is available on OECD.Stat
- OECD.Stat

- Key Transport Statistics
  the 2017 edition will be published in May
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